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In addition, Photoshop was originally designed to edit large-size photographs, but now works on a
variety of types of media. Photoshop is a software suite featuring a collection of powerful image

editing tools and a general purpose photo manipulation toolbox. Since its founding in 1987, it has
been one of the most popular graphic design programs on the market and now ranks among the top

ten computer software applications. It is also extremely popular as an image editing application
among graphic artists and hobbyists. Adobe Photoshop is often used in the production of

photographs, which are then printed on paper or displayed digitally on computers or large-screen
televisions. Photographic editing is also called retouching, and may involve enhancing the

appearance of an images colors, black and white, contrast and other features. It also includes a RAW
processing mode, which allows for the most flexibility in the editing process, or for processing many

RAW photos with one click, all for a price. Adobe Camera Raw is a free application for Mac and
Windows (usually a separate download) that offers image enhancement features to those of Adobe
Photoshop, such as image adjustment tools for photographic adjustments, color controls and tools

for RAW file conversion. Adobe Photoshop Adobe Camera Raw is a free application for Mac and
Windows (usually a separate download) that offers image enhancement features to those of Adobe
Photoshop, such as image adjustment tools for photographic adjustments, color controls and tools

for RAW file conversion. Adobe Photoshop offers a variety of tools to edit photographs which involve
image composition (brushes, text and shapes), adjusting colors (selective color adjustment) and
light, removing objects (clipping), and other tasks. The program has been especially popular with

photographers and graphic artists, but a number of professionals in other fields, such as
architecture, design, industrial design and video editing, also use it.
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